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COLLEGE CALENDAR.
Thursday, May 14, Observatory.
8.00 P.M., Reception for Miss Annie Cannon,
'84, of the Harvard Observatory.
Sunday, May 17, Houghton Memorial Chapel.
11.00 A.M., preacher, Dr. George A. Barton
of Bryn Mawr College.
7.00 P.M., College Settlements Vespers, \<l
dress by Miss Anna Davies.
Monday, May 18, 7.30 P.M. Meeting of the Spanish
Club, Zeta Alpha House.
Wednesday, May 20, 4.15 P.M., Student Govern-
ment meeting.
7.30 P.M., Billings Hall, Union Service of the
Christian Association. Leader: Ida Appen
zeller, 1914. Report of the year's work.
THREE YEARS IN CHINA.
Sunday, May 10, at three o'clock at Billings
Hall, Wellesley's Frances Taft spoke on "Three
Years in China." Miss Taft first gave a brief sur-
vey of China as she has known it in the last three
years, that is, the revolution, then the establish-
ment of the republic, following that the second
revolution or rebellion, and at the present time tin-
dictatorship.
Within this comparatively short period of time
the lives of many of the Chinese women have
undergone a complete change. Some of them have
thrown off all restraint, have gone to the extreme,
so that they need the work of the missionaries
more than ever before. At the mission schools
the women are taught cooking, the care of young
children, house decorating, physical training, sing
ing, music, geography and history, so that after
receiving this instruction they have a more even
balance. Then, for the missionaries, their is the
social side of the work, the calls, the lectures, the
concerts, and the social service work. Miss Taft
explained that the Chinese streets are hedged In-
great walls, and the wealthy families live behind
these walls. The streets themselves are of cobble
stones with deep holes and open sewers, so that a
special playground is necessary for the children.
"Buddhism is dead in China," said Miss Taft.
"Confucianism is not a religion, and Mohammedan-
ism is the only belief which has any hold there." All
of these believers, however, have accepted the wor-
ship of ancestors,—the tradition which is impeding
the progress of China, for it has caused the over
population of their land, and the neglect of their
natural resources,—so that in Christianity, the one
religion which has not accepted the worship of
ancestors, lies China's only hope of ever becom-
ing an organized nation. The Chinese women
are eager and longing for learning and the advantages
offered to them by the American missionaries;
they are ready to meet these missionaries half
way, but the American women must supply the
leadership. Therefore it rests with the most in-
fluential American women, that is, the college
women, to decide whether or not they are willing,
by giving their money and even their lives to help
China become an organized nation and a world
power.
THE FRESHMAN SOCIAL.
The Freshman social, so long postponed, took
place in the Barn on Saturday evening, May 9.
The chairman of the committee, Cornelia Deming,
was assisted by Grace Cole, Alice Weber, Cora
Lee King, Emma Mills and Elaine Clark. Each
district presented a short sketch. Webb district
gave tin- moving-picture, "Forgive and Forget,"
while the Maples sang "That Old Girl of Mine"
with appropriate tableaux. From Eliot and Miss
Reardon's came modern dancing, and Mrs.
^tone's girls produced most realistically "The
Tragedy of Blue Beard." A Crofton girl, who has
studied under Dr. Mann, showed possibilities of
the action ol the sub-conscious mind by forcing
her patient to recall vividly minor details from
each of her four College years. The music was
furnished b\ six Noanetl girls. The first part of
the evening closed by cheers about an improvised
Center. 1915 cheered her "little sisters," and
1916, "call-out weather." The cheering ended with
"Trot, trotty trot, trot, trot, trot, East Lodge.
Stone Hall, Chapel, Hen-house." After an hour
of dancing, 191 7 cheered everybody and everything
and the "men" escorted their protegees to their
homes.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT.
The Wellesley College Symphony Orchestra
gave its eighth annual concert, with Mr. Albert T.
Foster conducting, at Billings Hall, at 7.45 P. M., on
Monday evening, May 4. The hall was practically
filled and even the most critical could not have
been disappointed at the programme or the way in
which it was rendered. The Symphony was a great
undertaking for an amateur orchestra and it was
excellently done. Miss Long's solo was beautiful
and the harp and violin numbers were very delicate
and lovely. Perhaps the most satisfying number
and surely a fitting end for the concert was the
War March, a splendid thing, well done. The
orchestra is certainly to be congratulated.
PftOGfi AM Mil.
r. Symphony No. 1 in C Major, Op. 2t Beethoven
Adagio: Allegro con brio
Andante cantabile con moto
Menuetto
Adagio: Allegro Molto vivace
Intermission.
II. Violin Solo
Adagio from Concerto in G minor, Op. 16
Bruch
Miss Marion Long, 1914.
III. Harp and Violins
Adagio in G major Charpentier
Crepuscule in D major Massenet
Serenade in C major Haydn
IV. War March of Priests from Athalia
Mendelssohn
The Orchestra.
Mr. Albert T. Foster, Conductor.
First Violins:
*Ed Louise Ballman, 1916, *Hermoine Barker.
1917, Esther Carl, 1917, Irma A. Clarke, Sp.,
Clarissa G. Claster, 1915, Harriet M. Flagg, 1917,
Lucile S. Flagg, 1914, Evelyn Gough, 1914,
Marion Long, 1914, Alice G. Mulligan, 1914,
*Marguerite E. Nichols, 1917, Mary Rosa, 1914,
Sophie L. Tillinghast, 1914. Gladys L. Wood-
ward, 1916.
Second Violins:
*Josephine S. Burkett, 191 7, Vivian Burroughs,
1914. Rachel M. Clark, 1916, Evelyn P. Furber,
1914, *Sarah M. Hammond, 1917, Gladys Haven,
1917, Edna E. Hughes, 1914, Dorothy B. Larra-
bee, 1914, Ruth Peck, 1915, M. Katherine Rolfe,
I9I5-
Viola: Ruth H. Keigwin, 1914.
Contrabass: Mr. H. C. Macdougall.
Harp: Charlotte E. Merrell, 1915.
Piano: Miss Margaret A. Fuller.
Librarian: Jessie M. Chedel, 1914.
The Orchestra was assisted bv
Flute: Mr. Kenneth M. Blake.
Oboe: Mr. Charles Bullard.
Clarinet: Mr. Rudolph Toll.
French Horn: Mr. G. M. Holmes.
Viola: Mr. Albert M. Kanrich.
Violoncello: Mr. Frank Porter.
Contrabass: Mr. Charles C. Samuels.
These members of the Orchstra did not plaj at
this concert.
DR. ZUEBLIN ON "MILITANCY.**
Dr. Zueblin's lecture in the Barn, on Monday-
night, May 11, was a fitting climax to an entin lv
successful All Star Lecture Course. His subject.
"Militancy," was both timely and interesting,
and was presented in a new and entertaining way.
The secret of militancy, says Dr. Zueblin, is
its picturesqueness. Life is dull gray for most
working people, and most women. They get
tired of conventional society and conventional
religion. That is why Billy Sunday and the Salva-
tion Army, militant suffragists and the I. W. W.,
draw crowds as no conventional organization can.
Militancy may be defined as an unconstitutional
means of attaining an end, or, a means that is not
generally approved. In judging it as a method
one must take into sympathetic consideration its
provocation, blaming not the militants, but those
who provoke militancy. As a method, how-
ever, militancy is inexcusable, or, at least, unwise.
There are three distinct forms of militancy which
should be recognized: vicarious militancy, destruc-
tive militancy nad malicious militancy. Of these
three, vicarious militancy alone is justifiable and
noble. The beginnings of the militant suffragist
movement in England came entirely under this
class. The little working woman who suffered
for having dared to use her prerogative of "heck-
ling" was a vicarious militant; the hunger-strikers
are vicarious militants. Noble examples of vi-
carious militancy are seen in our own strikes here
in America, when innocent, disinterseted people
suffer without work and often in prison for months,
to aid others in their strike. Anyone willing to
starve for his cause commands admiration.
Destructive and malicious militancy, on the
other hand, have nothing to commend them.
Destructive militancy causes others to suffer, but
not from personal malice. The line between de-
structive and malicious militancy can best be
shown by an incident. Some years ago, in Chicago,
an anarchist threw a bomb which killed seven
policemen. Chicago killed seven anarchists in
revenge, whether they had any association with
the bomb thrower or not. The act of the anarchist
was destructive, but not malicious, for it was not
directed against any person or persons in particu-
lar. The act of Chicago was malicious, for it picked
nit its men and unjustly killed them out of sheer
revenge and spite. Revenge is the chief motive
of the malicious militant. Much of the malicious
militancy of to-day is directed against the irre-
sponsible rich.
It is very necessary that we dispassionately and
clearly note the differences between these various
forms of militancy. Our nation as a whole is to-
day being vicariously militant toward Mexico,
—
taking sneers instead of giving revenge. And in
the building up of civilization, it is vicarious mili-
tancv that will win.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS.
President: Helen Joy Sleeper, 19 15.
Vice-president: Emily Porter, 1916
Treasurer: Rachel Raymond. 1916.
Secretary: Frances Fargo, 1917.
Custodian: Eleanor Blair, 1917.
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ELECTIONS.
1 toe of 1 pieces of advice we ever had was,
"Never confess to being bored or uninterested. It
is a confession of a blank in yourself that ought to be
responsive."
To be sure, we have gone through an endless
round of electing presidents and vice-presidents and
tarii md treasurers,—of Student Government,
of C. A., Debating Club, Athletii A sociation, and
• on and so on, until it seems to the weary voter
that every one in College but herself is up for an
office or two.
And yet, ti admit thai we take no interest in
some of these activities is either to admit that we
never have grown broad-minded or that our interest s
are narrowing down to on,' or two particular things
and shutting out others that seem just as worth
while to other people. Of course this doesn't mean
that we are to ally i mrseh es with all the assi iciation
and clubs in College, but we can take an interesl
in the officers we want to put a1 the head of them.
Beside the inducement that we ought to take a
lively interest in the voting, there are many shining
rewards offered for such a course of action . There is
the delightful feeling of intimacy, tinged perhaps
with a bit of superiority when you meet the girl
whose- name you have just dropped into the ballot
box. And when the girl of your choice is elected,
ometimes happens, you may have the satisfai
fcion of walking up to her and shaking her hand
heartily and thinking that you helped to put her m
office. And il someone else gets the election, you an
shake hands with her, too, and make a compact with
ourself to withhold your criticism until she lias ha 1
n chance to prove herself. Furthermore, don't you
enjoy going to the "polls" and meeting all your
1 liscu mil; elections and candidates with
them' It makes you feel as though you belong here
and is a sure cure for homesickness and the blues
md other sickly phantoms of the ame [amily.
Moreover, you may have the pleasure of watching
i In' highly interesting game of politics as it is playe I
e. About the time that elections begin to be fell
in the air, you hear people saying, "I should like to
i i 0-and-SO get that office," and "I wonder what
we are going to do with such and such a girl." And
i hen pre! ty soon you realize thai o-and- o has been
given that office and that such-and-such has been
taken rare of. Howisit done? Well, watch and ee,
md remember thai one way to destroy the rigging
of wire pullers is to make thi independent vote
uough to drag it down.
The next point i not in I he nature of .1 n ward
but more of a warning. It is rather noticeable thai
some of the girls who an most audibly and ram-
igists are frequently the ones that are
bu or too ndifferenl to top a1 I he "ele* ator
table" and cast a vote.
There is another aspect of th a i [1 wa not
without
1 that the student bodj ecured
the right to vote for all it own officers. The stu-
.
that, did sciire this right had to pledge the
: 1 .port of onsin Welles-
ley. Wi who ire in Wi Ik ' lid not a sume
re is noi o
us who is no' been laid upon u
,
when we stop to thin! ibo it. It seems that
elections, viewed from tins .nude, ought to be any-
thing but tiresome. By taking an active ami im-
partial interest in voting we show ourselves to be





I his time wean not eulogizing " Spirit
consistent emotion, theoretically noble
1st 11
; we arc rather considering that surge of animal
spirits which sometimes rises high and overflows in
unforeseen directions with apparently inadequate
cause, .\\m\ too, at other times lies stagnant in spite
of deep-laid plans to lash it into furj Class and
interclass spirits, which have come into prominence
simultaneously with elections, crowded dormitories
and "green growing things," puzzle the would-be
student of mob psychology.
Whence comes the unexpected ebullition, what
caused it, what will come of it? We listen to the
queries of our friends, we repeat those questions .tnt\
finally we interrogate ourselves. And do we find
an answer?
We look back on other springtimes and search for
the demonstrations of the past and suddenl} we
remember—Forensic Burning. Now we would not
say that Forensic Burning is necessary to die happi-
ness of the College, but it seems that in former days
this pleasant activity has consumed all the surplus
energy of the Junioi ,im\ Sophomore classes and
engaged the interested attention of the Seniors and
Freshmen. Much enthusiasm, much rivalry of
varying degrees of friendliness spent itself safely
and legitimate^
;
the strongest interclass feeling was
confined to the two immediate participants taken
as a matter ol course and more or less forgotten dur-
ing the summer and winter following. This spring,
1915's burning is six monchs behind and something
does not ring quite true in the temperamental tone
of the College.
Wt have come back after a tremendous shock
and a vacation long enough to train us out of the
ways of College, to an atmosphere overcharged with
nervous tension to hard work under irregular con-
ditions, to a life that is emotionally strange and
physically inconvenient. We have, moreover, come
back with resolutions surpassing in nobility and de
termination those often ridiculed pledges thai we
make ourselves on Januarj first; April 7 was t<> be
our New Year, and for main it was indeed the he-
ginning of new seriousness, new joyous enthusiasm.
Surely for a few weeks our student body displayed
a marvellous goodness. It was murmured in our
editorial ear. "Everybody is so good thai there is
nothing to write Free Presses about." It seemed
like the goodness of the small bo> whose mother
sicdis warily, " He's so angelic that I know it
won't last!" Hie mother usuallj predicts truly
some terrib'e outburst and we may be grateful
that no catastrophic reaction followed upon the he els
ot such phenomenal saintliness as the College dis-
played.
Nexertheltss there has been a reaction; warm da\ s
have caused a slackening of interest in academic
pursuits, the approaching close of the theater
season has directed the application of many pennies
that were to have gone to the fire fund and there are
many other divergences from the straight, narrow
way; but these are the foibles of the individual
and we intended to study the emotions of the crowd.
Have we too wandered from the road where our
feet were set?
This time we have not wandered, for in this case
the crowd is not so very different from the individual.
The call of a common trouble brought the classes
together as a unit—the Student Body. We can
never cease to be grateful for the glorious self-real-
ization that sorrow forced upon us. But it was not
to be expected that such a state would last. The
full tide of elections swept upon us, de-tmphasizing
class consciousness, straining the patience of the
mob, exciting it to action. Spirits, long bottled-
up too tightly, effervesced in unofficial, informal
demonstrations of class feeling; interclass spirits
frothed high and after considerable foaming grew
flat as unobtrusively as soap-bubbles. But some
people had already got soap in their eyes! The
College at large cannot but regret such irritation,
especially since, while we can understand the causes,
we feel sure that all unpleasant effects might have
been prevented.
"Surely," you nod politely, "of course it might
have been prevented, but would you please to tell us
how?" We hesitate and stammer something about
"in,my heads being better" for considering this son
ol problem. One suggestion w*e have made already
—
Forensic Burning in the spring and in favor of this
we call attention to the interclass athletic contests
in the fall. There is that season's outlet for too
much high spirit. Winter keeps us too busy to gel
into misc hicf, but spring when good spirits run
highest has been utterly unprovided for. The mob is
spoiling for excitement and if it cannot gel it law
fully it will take it unlawfully. There is, we think,
no need to plan for this spring's outburst, but an-
other year is coming, and, while the present is in
some ways peculiar, the determining conditions
will lie very muih the same in a twelvemonth that
they are now. What are we going to do then with
our Interclass Spirits?
MEMBERS' WEEK.
Women's Educational and Industrial Union.
Wellesley is familiar with some of the activities
that the Women's Educational and Industrial Union
maintains—the Appointment Bureau, the Food
Sh' >p, the Lunch Rooms, the Hat and Gown .Shop and
the School of Salesmanship. There tire, however,
thirteen departments whose work as a whole is no1
as widely kn.iwn as it should be. The week of May
eighteenth to twenty-third is to be an open week for
members and friends so that an opportunity may
be given to see all departments at work, from pack-
ing school lunches a1 7 A.M., to the closing of tin
main office at 9 P.M.
The following Wellesley women are now connected
with the Union, and those who are in the various
departments will be glad to see members of the
College and furnish information and hospitality;
Trustees an I Members of Committees, President
Pendleton, Professor Hart, Professor Baleh, Mrs.
Ellor Carlisle Ripley, Mrs. Helen Eager Swett,
Misses Florence Converse. Geraldine Gordon, Caro
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
Believes it can offer you the most satisfactory service in letters of credit, as it is in a
position to give you practically any letter of credit you prefer, and you are able
to deal with people you know. We shall be glad to talk with you in
case you are thinking of going abroad this summer.
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line Ham and Helen (loss; Financial Department,
Associate Professor Vivian, Misses Caroline E.
Noble and Mabel T. Champlin; Appointment
Bureau, Miss Florence Jackson; Salesmanship,
Mrs. Lucinda Prince, Miss Helen k. Norton; Law
aii'l Thrift 1 Jepart ineiit
,
Miss Caroline J. Cook.
Professor Hart will preside during the addresses
on Friday afternoon, May 22, and Mrs. Ripley is to
be one of the speakers. Mrs. Florence Tobey Per-
kins and Mrs. Ethel Stanwood Bolton will preside
a! the tea table, and it is hoped that this will be
a Special Wellesley Daw
DetaiK of the program will be noted in the d ail}
papers.
L. P. HOLLANDER & CO
BOSTON NEW YORK
THE WELLESLEY MAGAZINE.
The feeling statements in which the editors of our
College Magazine have disclosed its lack of spon-
taneous support, raise a querj as to its place in the
college scheme. II it is to draw contributions from
undergraduates only by dint of editorial pleading
thai a magazine must live, some of us will echo
Dr. Johnson: "Sir, I do not sec the necessity!"
A college magazine must justify its existence in the
world of print; it must prove to be a medium for
real concerns that would languish without it. A
lack of support for it, then, means one of two things:
either the college life is intellectually ana'inic. or the
magazine is not adequately planned to subserve
college interests.
Of these two possible diagnoses I hope we need
not confess to the first. Our community lacks
neither a responsiveness to ideas nor a readiness
of brisk minds to "try out" their ideas in writing.
What accounts lor its meager showing in the Col-
lege Magazine is, 1 believe, an inadequate policy
in the latter. The undergraduate department seems
too much given over to imaginative writing, es-
pecially to stories. The recognition thereby given
to the better products of the composition courses
has, doubtless, a value; but it is a value appealing
more to the writers and their friends than to the
student body at large. Students who care for
stories and verse will naturally spend their leisure
on matured workin "Harper's," or the "Atlantic"
rather than on the prentice efforts of their mates.
This remark, it is true, must get one important
qualification: students read eagerly any stories
of life at college. Indeed, it would be good editorial
policy to stimulate the writing of Wellesley stories,
for they are apt not only to prove more sincere
than social-settlementy tales prompted by humani-
tarian notions of "life," but, at their best, to adver-
tise the college traditions. Such was the case, I
remember, with the "Princeton Stories," of Jesse
Lynch Williams. But stories, poems, and "per-
sonal" essays, after all, are little more than literary
confectionery, and can hardly represent the con-
cerns of young women supposed to be boarding in-
tellectually at a training-table. I should suggest
that the Magazine add, by way of appeal to the
College at large, the following regular features:
(i) A monthly list of articles in current jour-
nals by members of the Faculty. Such a list is
published weekly by the "Harvard University
( .a/.ette." but its entries might well be expanded as
short summaries.
(2) A column or so devoted to current literature
on college questions. This would give digests, in the
manner of the " Review of Reviews," of such articles
as Professor Canby's on "Teaching English" in the
April "Harper's," Harold Goddard's on" What is
Wrong with the College" in the May "Century,"
and Edwin Guthrie's on "The Value of Formal
Logic" in the last "Mid-West Quarterly."
(3) A column reporting "The Month in Other
Colleges." Wellesley students—and instructors
too—would draw suggestions for enriching our
community life from such a record of distinctive
activities elsewhere.
(4) A bi-monthly symposium on some general
college issue. Many instructors have convictions
on matters of college policy that they get no call
CLASS DAY DRESSES
A Rare and Beautiful Collection
From $25 Upwards
lo express in the course oi their routine duties. In
-..>ine colleges they find a hearing by taking turns
in extra curriculum talks. The symposium, 1
think, gives discussion oi this sort its must satis-
factory form, since it presents more than one point
ol view, yet lends itself to a reflective rather than
to a controversial tone. Such symposia could in-
clude the views of undergraduate spokesmen, and
would let the open air of candid explanation into
disaccords that Otherwise take acrid expression as
<i ie\ ances.
Alfred D. Sheffield.
MEETING OF THE WELLESLEY CHAPTER
OF PHI BETA KAPPA.
Although the Welleslej Chapter of the I 'hi
Beta Kappa Society voted this year to omit the
annual banquet and to give the money ordinarily
expended to the College, there was no lack of
fellowship ami good cheer at the meeting held on
Monday evening, Ma\ the eighth, at the Shakes-
peare Hotlse,
The success of the occasion was due in large
measure to Professor Charlotte F. Roberts of the
Class of 'so, who was the happy toast-mistress oi
"the new dispensation." Alter the initiation of
the new members -he \i\icll\ conjured up the spirit
of past banquets, as onh one can do who has
grown, .is she said, used to making after-dinner
speeches that were preceded bj no dinner.
The retiring President, Miss Lockwood, gave a
report of the last meeting oi the National Council
of Phi Beta Kappa held in New York on September
9 and 10. The most interesting questions of the
sessions concerned the giving of a charter to Kad-
cliffe, t he refusal oi a charter to the Rhodes Scholars
at Oxford; the report ol the Committee on Fra-
ternitj Policy, seeking to unifj the pracl ices of the
chapters, especially in the matter ol elections,
In conversations a much discussed question was
the proposeil report ol this Committee on what to do
about the increasing number of women. At 1 lie
Council in 1X92, some one expressed a hope that
Smith College would soon have a chapter, and he was
laughed to scorn for entertaining such a thought.
In i&95, when two women entered the Council as
duh elected delegates from co-educational colleges,
-01 ne of t he men quest ioned t he propriety of having
women sitting in the Council with men. At 1 lie
Council ol [898, in the most heated controversy
ever know 11, t In -application from Vassal was opposed
in ever\ possible wax, because many believed lli.it
to grant a charter to a woman's college would be to
lower the standards and generally to demoralize the
Fraternity. To-day the living membership is
26,500, of which 6,500 are women; but the elections
last year showed six hundred and fifty men and
five hundred and fifty women. The report from
Boston University this spring was seventeen women
and three men; from the University of Kansas
thirteen women and five men. Similar reports arc
set 11 from all the chapters where there are men anil
women, so the problem is grave and the danger
great. As one member of the Council expressed his
fear to inc. "What arc- we going to do about this?
It is a ver\ serious question. Why, in a hundred
years there won't be any men in Phi Beta Kappa."
The impression made upon one present was ol
fine body of earnest and large minded men and
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advancement of scholarship, and working to bring
Phi Beta Kappa to a unified organization.
The general theme of the toasts that followed was
"The Elements of Personal Power."
Miss Merrill, who spoke of the element of courtesy,
said in part:
"Despite the opinion, held by many, that power
means to Americans to-day power to get things
—
money, luxuries, position—there is no doubt that .it
least in a community like ours two kinds of power
are especially desired; power over one's self, both
self-restraint and self-expression, and power over
others whom our lives touch, to quicken their minds,
rouse their consciences, strengthen their wills,
to give the best in us, and call out the best in them.
With both these types of power, courtesy has much
to do, for true courtesy is one of the surest manifes-
tations of a disciplined and well-ordered spirit, as
well as a source of influence with others.
Courtesy requires thought, time, self-detachment.
The demands on our time, the strain on our nerves
and tempers, absorption in our own affairs often
make us forget that this fine art requires constant
practice. But one of the greatest reasons for dis-
courtesy lies in what Dr. Cabot in a recent 'At-
lantic' calls 'the sin of impersonality—the sin of
treating a person as less than a person.' We need
to realize that the bore is something more than an
obstacle in the way of our work; that the clerk be-
hind the counter, the maid who waits on our table,
is something more than a mere machine for supply-
ing our needs. It is more than civility or purelj
professional courtesy that is requisite to call forth
confidence and respect.
There is no one whose manners are so bad or so
good that they cannot be improved by taking
thought. And courtesy may be recommended as a
frequent topic of meditation to all who would add to
their personal power, for it wins friends, establishes
pleasant relations with them, and create- an at-
mosphere in which all good things are at home."
Mrs. Irvine spoke of the power of speech. She
recalled the meeting of Odysseus and Nausicaa and
closed the story with the words " Nausicaa was com-
pelled to grant his request because he knew how to
speak to a lady."
Miss Charlotte Conover responded to the senti-
ment ' ' Thou hadst one aim, one business, one desire,
else wert thou long since numbered among the dead."
She pointed out the fallacy lying beneath the
present-day popular ideal of the "all-round girl."
The society followed with a song written for the
occasion by Miss Elizabeth Hirsh.
Miss McDowell's theme was "Genius—the
Transcendant Capacity of Taking Trouble." She
said:
"The makers of the program have kindly sug-
gested the avenue of approach to my subject in the
quotation which intimates that I am expected to
discuss the relation of concentration or of continued
application to genius. There are two popular con-
ceptions of genius, with both of which you are
familiar. According to the first the genius is an
erratic being subject to none of the laws which bind
ordinary mortals, a type of genius personified for
us in one or two of our men of Utters, both English
and American. According to the second, the genius
is in no wise different from other nun oftalent.save
in t he will power to devote himself with unremitting
application to the one task.
"It has often been said thai many great discoveries
are the resull ol accident, but as Lagrange said of
Newton such accidents onlj meel persons who
' To prove the point innumerabli
m pl, - might be cited. Professor Henry, in his
tratory at Princeton chanced to note a varial ion
in the polarity of the needles magnetized by the
bui it required his intuitive genius
,„ leap to tl" thai the -park disi harge is
oscillatory, and thus was taken the first step on the
long toad which v, <- to lead to the utilization of
electric waves, in saving human lives.
"But the psychologists! .11 usthal the genius occurs
only in the ratio of one to five thousand of the popu-
GRADUATION DRESSES
$10.75 to $37.50
We specialize strongly on pretty, dainty styles in Misses' Frocks, suit-
able for Graduation and Class Day Exercises ; in dancing dresses and
evening gowns that are individual and distinctive style creations.
The materials most in favor: Voiles, Embroidered Grenadines,
the new Rice Cloth combined with taffeta, Phantom Embroid-
ery and Charmeuse and White Net. The models embody the
latest style ideas from Paris.
Misses' Section, Third Floor, Main Store.
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY
The Heart of Boston's Shopping District
lation. Hence it is not to be supposed that in this
little group, selected though it be, we have more
than one or two geniuses. What interest, then, has
the subject for the rest of us, who at best can only
be classed as exceptionally clever and are for the
most part probably only clever, normal people?
Just this, I take it, that the greater part of the work
of the world, of intellectual advancement, must be
due to the normal men and women like ourselves
who are willing to apply themselves with unwaver-
ing devotion to the task that is given them to do.
Not so long ago, I saw the statement that the pres-
ence of women in any considerable numbers in the
graduate schools of the universities lowered the tone
of the work, especially of research, not because the}
lacked ability, but because they were unwilling to
devote themselves to the one task eight hours in
the day, six days in the week, ten months in the
year. I do not believe that to be true, but be that
as it may, we who are here have it very largely in our
power to disprove that statement, to show the
world what may be accomplished by women of
ability who are willing to devote themselves with
the painstaking enthusiasm of the scholar to a single
task. In no finer way than that could loyalty to our
Alma Mater be shown."
The Phi Beta Kappa poem was presented this
year by Mrs. Marion Pelts Guild of the class of '80,
who had written a very beautiful sonnet entitle!
" Art, the Revealer."
Seldom has the Chapter listened to words of wit
and wisdom so happily blended as in the toast given
by Miss Gamble, whose subject was
'
'
I ndi vidualit y
.
"
She gave an exposition of the nature of mob-mind.
She illustrated its occurrence in the academic com-
munity, the undesirability of it. and prescribed
prophylactics for it. She advised as antidotes that
one contribute a small piece of research, such, for
example, as one might do by studying in the original
sources of history. So may we see how the fabric
of knowledge is built up and make ourself illusion-
proof. To learn to be alone, to keep in touch with
the outside world and other publics, to insist on the
Puritan ideal of self-control and to cultivate sell
respect, were a few of the expedients suggested to
rid one from the danger of mob-mind.
T!n 1. I peaker of the evening was the Rev. Mr.
Sleeper who spoke "of the foundation of all power,
which is character."






Afternoon Tea Between West and Boyl.ton
3.30-5.30 Streets
Delicious Dainty
3 Temple Place, Boston
Charles M. Hurwitch
LADIES' TAILOR
31 WEST STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
AININOUINGErVlBINT
New and Original Designs of Fashion-
able Foreign Models
With some choice selections of the Finest Foreign
Fabrics are now ready for your selection.
I will appreciate an early call. March First, 1914
American lady, livini? abroad, will receive into her family
young Kirls wishing a chaperone. Social advantages, out-door
life, golf, tennis, mountain climbing. Girls may plan their
own studies and itineraries. Address
MMF.. B., Poste Restante, Baden, Switzerland.
STORAGE FOR FURS
Also Furs Repaired and Remodelled during spring and
summer seasons at half price.
THE WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS.
PARLIAMENT OF FOOLS.
SPRING SONG.
A Unanimous Drama in Three Acts.
Time: May, in any year.
Place: A campus.
Dramatis Personae.
A Child. A Maiden.
A Little Girl. A Young Lady.
Children, Little Girls, Maidens, Young Ladies.
Act I.
A large, plain room, filled with long tables, which
are covered with white cloths and dishes—and
some food—and surrounded by many chairs.
Enter, in haste, fastening a yellow girdle about
her waist, the Maiden: She hurries toward a
table, snatches an orange from a dish as she
passes that part of the table where the food seems
to be, and scat-- herself at the far end.
The Maiden: I have got to be on time this morning.
Ouch! (wipes orange juice from her eyes and re-
sumes eating.)
Enter the YbungLady (adjusting a peculiar black
cap to her head). Proceeds as the Maiden.
The Young Lady: What time is it? Why didn't
you serve ?
The Maiden: Getting late. Why didn't you?
The Young Lady: The Little Girl will have to
do it.
Enter the Little Girl, braiding her hair over
her shoulder as she dashes in.
The Little Girl: Good morning.
The Maiden: Will you serve me some warm cereal,
please?
The Little Girl (plaintively): I'm in a hur
—
The Maiden: So am I.
The Young Lady: Quarter of. No breakfast for
me.





Kindergarten Steps. Children seated on the
steps. The Child standing before them.
The Child: Now children, we simplv must win
this competition. Children have won it before,
children will win it again, and we might as well
win it this year and make it a precedent. Come
on. One, two three, sing!
The Children:
"With a rousing cheer for Wellesley,
The dancing maidens pass
Fair Manukawai the second
Spread a moment in the sun,
Our boat goes gladly onward,
Like the thrush's song at evening—
"
The Child (raising her hands in holy horror): Oh,
Children! You don't know your words at all!
Now try again.
The curtain falls and the children sigh and start
singing again.
Scene 2.
A barn filled with irregular rows of camp chairs,
with what appears to be a stage at one end.
The Little Girl is standing on the stage facing
the chorus of Little Girls. She waves her hands
gracefully and the Barn becomes silent.
The Little Girl: Now girls, we've done it before
LOST.—A white sweater with a pocket-book, two fountain
pens and an eraser in the pocket, was taken from a tree on
the Shakespeare side of the Green on May Day. Will the
finder please return it to
LUCILLE GRANT, 12 Elms.
so we might as well do it this year. We'll begin
with the "Hymn to 1909." One, two, three,
sing!
The Little Girls:
"To Psyche—bright-haired child and mortal one.
Trusty, tried and true,
Flits lightly o'er the water,
Like shadows o'er the g:
Goes the boat of 1909."
The Little Girl: Girls, that's beautiful. I think
1909 would be delighted. We'll do it again.
The curtain falls before they start.
Scene 3.
An ecclesiastical-looking hall filled with row-,
of reclining chairs.
The chairs fill up with maidens as the Maiden
enters hurrie lly and takes to the platform.
The Maiden: Now girls, there's no reason (chuckles
from the Maidens) why we shouldn'1 win com-
petition this year. We've been going to win
it right along, so let'- do it. All right, come on.
t )ne, two, sing!
The Maidens:
"The morning dew still clings,
Firmly hel 1 each oar,
Like the thrush's song at evening
As we cheer them, cheer them.
In their brief, sweet spring.
Our boat goes gladly onward—
"
The Maiden: Girls, you don't breath right! \<>\\
breathe at morning and at evening and not again
till spring. We'll try it again.
Curtain.
Scene 4.
An interior, a large room with red walls, a bal-
cony, a platform, timbered ceiling and mahogany
furniture.
Young Ladies are seated on chairs, cushions and
the floor. The Young Lady faces them.
The Young Lady: This is our last chance, girls, to
win the competition, it's the custom for Young




"Swiftly, lightly as a sea gull,
The paean upward floated
To seek a wondrous vision
Spread a moment in the sun.
Dripping oars flash in the sunlight,
Upon her moth-like wings,
And we cheer them, cheer them,
As the paean upward floated




A chapel facade in the background. In the
[round, tep . Pouring rain dims tin cene
The Child, the Little Girl, tin Maiden and the
Voting Lad] each 1 titer from a different part of the
stage. The step of each is light and happy until
she sees the others, then she assumes discourage-
ment.
The four in choru . [sn't this discouraging! Al>
girls were so well trained. I know we could
have won, but now they will probably forget
everything. Cui :e on the rain.
Each aside, a thej pari ami deparl ; Tw ' 1
days to practice! Maybe 1 can drive some music
into their heads by that time and then perhaps
we will get it.
Curtain.
LATEST
Read the list of contents on the lid,
then see if you can resist it. There
are caramels, mints, taffies, molasses
candy, etc., the choice of the "Old-
Time Favorites." Attractively packed
in 20 -oz. boxes.
Local A'jency:
JOHN MORGAN & CO., Wellesley, Mail.
E. A. DAVIS & CO.
Dry Goods, Stationery, Rental Goods
AND GIFT SHOP
549-557 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.
AT YOUR SERVICE FOR THE SPRING THE BEST PLACE
Thayer McNeil's Shoes
Those who use them are always satisfied.
The Shoe of FASHION is a PUMP
In Black :: In White :: In Tan
THAYER McNElL COMPANY,








to buy your Ccrsets and have
them properly fitted is at :: ::
MADAME WHITNEY'S,
Room 20, Waban Building, Wellesley, Mass.
Hayden's Jewelry Store
Wellesley Square.
Solid Gold and Sterling Novelties
Desk Sets and Fountain Pens, College and
Society Emblems made to order, Watch and
Jewelry Repairing, Oculists' Prescriptions
Filled. Mountings Repaired and Lenses Re-
placed.
Dry and Fancy Goods - - Novelties
MAGUIRE,
The Waban Building, Wellesley. Tel. 442-R.
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(Continued from page 4)
MEETING OF WELLESLEY CHAPTER OF
PHI BETA KAPPA.
The following students were received into mem-
hip: 1914, Mary F. Ballantine, Mary A. Bean,
Esther Berlowitz, Alma Bowen, Eugenia Corwin,
Loi Cottrell, Grace L. Coyle, Emma L. Fisk,
Eleanor F. Fowle, James M. Gardner, Helen
A. Nixon, Mary Rusi, Mildred F. Warrant, Ger-
trude Wolf. 1915, Mary F. Crocker, Rachel OaviN,
Ruth A. Hoyt, Ruth R. Lindsay, Lydia L. Palen,
Helen J. Sleeper.
The following officers were elected for a term of
three years:
President Adeline B. Hawes
Vice-President Ellen Fitz Pendleton
Treasurer Anna P. Youngman
M. E. H.
THE MEDFORD RESTORATION FUND
BENEFIT.
At the Medford Opera House, on May 5, the
structure of the two million-dollar fund was
added to by the college vaudeville, with Mrs.
George H. Folger as chairman. Colleges taking
part were Smith, Technology, Tufts, Dartmouth,
lackson, Harvard, Radcliffe and, of course, Welles-
ley. Miss Ruth Flanders gave several monologues
and Miss Marjorie Armour did solo dancing. There
was also a double quartette from Wellesley. Over
nine hundred dollars were added to the fund.
1915 LEGENDA BOARD.
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THE SILVER TEA.
Miss Moffett, Miss Roberts and Miss Little
had a Silver Tea in the garden of their home on
Washington Street, from 3 to 6, Saturday after-
noon, May 9, for the benefit of the Fire Fund.
There were small tables, decorated with bright
daffodils, on the brick terrace and in the garden.
Tea and punch were served from the porch. About
twenty College girls served the guests or passed
yellow baskets filled with daffodils. The daffo-
dil ' "gold," were exchanged for silver. The rain
held off all afternoon and although the sun did
not shine the large maple tree over the terrace
1 charmingly summery and garden-party air.
ANTI-SUFFRAGE MEETING.
Thursday afternoon, May 21. at 4.15 in Hillings
Hall, there 1- to 1» an Vnti-Suffrage meeting. Mrs.
A. [. George of Brookline, Mass., Wellesley, '87,
the Secretary of the Massachusetts Ami-Suffrage
Association, will speak, Mrs. George is one of the
besl known and most prominent opponents of
Woman Suffrage in this state.
There has Keen criticism from th< Suffragists
thai those who are not for suffrage arc incapable
of thinking or do not thirds. On the contrary, many
of t hi non-suffragists in college an nol only not
"on the fence," but are firmly convinced that suf-
ii], coi 1 he « i>eM nor t he besl t hing
for our 1 ounl 1 5 or its people.
h is hoped that Mr. Samuel of London, a young,
inter .iki-r, who is to be in Boston about
thai time, will present some pha e oi the question of
English laws and the work of the militants.
ise of you who are Suffragists come and gel
arguments to refute. Those oi you who are opposed
Commencement Dresses
The most graceful and girlish Frocks for Commencement
and Class Day Exercises
Dainty models conforming, in the simplicity of their lines, to the requirements
of fashionable girls' schools for graduation exercises.
More elaborate models for Promenades, Teas and other social occasions.
Our dresses are exclusive in design, beautifully finished, and moderate in
price.
Attention is also directed to our splendid showing of " Lady
Dainty " Undermuslins - sold only by Conrad & Co. the
daintiest, best made, and therefore less costly of Undermus-
lins. Among our exclusive specialties are : '* Lady Dainty
Shield Pocket " Undermuslins, made with under-arm pock-
ets which hold removable shields that cannot get rumpled or
misplaced and require no pinning.
/
*•
Boston CONRAD & CO. Boston
That Distinctive Store on Winter St.
X
to suffrage conic to tin meeting to be strengthened
in your belief, and to prove to the outside criticizers
of I he College that there are many students who
have not bet n won over to the suffrage cause, but,
on the other hand, arc taking a stand against it,
believing it to be unwise.
The Anti-Suffragists grant that there is room for
intelligent difference of opinion, but we also think
the true method for woman's progress and sane
developmenl is on our side. Come and hear what
it is!
Fkancks H. Bogert, ioii-
FARNSWORTH ART MUSEUM.
The Art Department lakes pleasure in announc-
ing an exhibition now open of small sketches in
pencil and oil by Mr. (diaries Herbert Woodbury.
No one handles pencil with greater brilliance and
sense for plastic form than Mr. Woodbury. The
canvases show similar qualities of directness and
vigor.
Wellesley is most fortunate in having Mr. Wood-
bury as an instructor in drawing and painting this
year, and it is bei ause of his generous interest in the
College that we have this opportunity of seeing some
of his recent work.
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A College Preparatory School for Girls. Seventeen
miles from Boston. Forty acres of school grounds.









w. } "'"*<"» NATICK, MASS.
PHI BETA KAPPA KEYS
Antique Jewelry
FREDERICK T. WIDMER,
Manufacturing Jeweler, 31 West St., Boston
TELEPHONE 409-R
For Prompt Auto Service at any time.
PERKINS GARAGE.
Ladies' Tailors and Habit Makers.
Reduction in Tailor-Made Suits, Gowns and Motor Coats
Remodelling, altering, cleansing, pressing at lowest prices
Guaranteed workmanship, style and design.
L. GOLDSTEIN, 548 Washington St., Wellesley.
Couple of Doors Below Post-Office Tel. 207-W Well.
School of Expression
S. S. CURRY, Ph. D.. Lltt. D., President
Oldest and best equipped school of Its kind in America. The
demand for graduates as teachers and for professional work Is
greater than can be supplied. Unusual opportunities for
graduated who hold college degrees. Write for catalog.
301 Pierct Boildiag, Capley Square. Bsston. Miss.
DR. L. D. H. FULLER,
DENTIST,
Waban Building, Wellesley Square,
WELLESLEY. MASS.
Woodland Park Riding School,
AUBURINDALE,
At Woodland Park Hotel.
Horseback Riding, Side, Astride,
QUICKLY, CORRECTLY TAUGHT.
BEST SADDLE HORSES TO HIRE.
Lessons given near the College Grounds if desired.
MR. ALFRED MEYER, Instructor.
Telephone 2194-2, Newton, West.
SHAMPOOING
With Pure Castile Soap in a Sanitary Shop, the
MARINELLO Way, Scientific Treatment of the
Scalp, Skin, Nails and Feet. Consultation Free.
MISS IRENE BLISSARD
Tel. 471-W. Waban Building, Wellesley.
Graduate of the Marlnello College

















Be sure to call on us before buying your tailored
semi-dress or dress hat.
Christie means distinction, and prices are rea-
sonable.
BOSTON SHOP, 160 TREMONT ST.
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ALUMNyE DEPARTMENT.
NEWS OF THE WELLESLEY CLUBS.
Columbus.
A Columbus Wellesley Club was organized
Tuesday evening, April 29. The officers elected
are:
President. Mrs. Hugh Means, (Eleanor Ham-
mond, 19041.
Vice-president: Mrs. Henry Waldradt, (Laura
Thomas, 1905"!.
Recording Secretary: Miss Frances Dages, 1912.
Secretary-Treasurer: Miss Mary Stoddart, i9"7-
The meeting was held at the home ol Mrs. Janus
E. Kinney, (Bertha Rankin. 1909). who enter-
tained the Wellesle) girls with a dinner. Fifteen
were present. Miss Frances Tafl was guesl ol
honor.
MARY STODDART, Secretary -Treasurer.
1533 Franklin Park South, Columbus, Ohio.
Central California.
The Central California Wellesley Club met in
Berkeley, April 25. at Snell Seminary, as guests
o! Miss Adelaide Smith, '93. Reports from Welles-
ley, from the Committee on Endowment, and
from our Councillor, with the election of officers
for the ensuing term of two years, occupied the
first part of the meeting. Later Miss Mayde
Hatch, from Miss Hill's School, delighted the mem-
bers with her dancing, and Mrs. Smith, the mother
of our hostess, played the piano charmingly.
The following are the new officers:
President: Miss Mabel Pierce, 1000 Chestnut
Street, San Francisco.
Vice-president: Mrs. Caroline Frear Burk, Box 3,
Kent held, Marin Co., California.
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Calla Osgood Richard-
son, 8 Joyce Street, San Francisco.
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer. Mrs.
Marian Kinney Brookings. 2619 Hi
visidero Street, San Francisco.
The club has a membership of forty.
Sarah Bixhy Smith.
Detroit.
The Detroit Wellesley Club recenrly gave a
tea and sale which was ver) successful both finan-
cially arid socially. The club had never done any-
thing in a public way before, but the results en-
courage 1 hem to plan for a larger event in the fall.
Financially, the) cleared three hundred and sixty
dollars for the Fire Fund and socially they were
able to bring Wellesle) and its needs forcefully
before the public, anil in a very pleasing manner.
The club, too, gained unity and enthusiasm by its
work. Sila Hovey Hewitt opened her home for
the fair which, with all the spring flowers and
decorations, presented a very attractive appear-
.
in e. It b :ing the day before Easter, much money
was reaped from t In sale of these, as well as artificial
flowers. The members, mil their friends contributed
liberally with baked goods and there were tables
for bread, cake, candy and jellits. About eighty
dollars was collected from the sale of tickets and a
small sum from the sale of Easter ( ards. The un-
dergraduates, while home, provided a very suc-
cesstul grab-bag, which added fun to the occasion
as well as money to the '-offers. The Detroit Club
is small and much credit is due the president,
Grace Hatch, 1906. for her ability and enthusiasm




On June 7, 1913, several Wel'esley representa;
tives from Concord, Nashua and Manchester, met
it the home of Miss Elsie Fairbanks, in Manchester,
to meet Miss Ruth Goodwin of Wellesley, and to
consider forming .1 club. After a very interesting
talk from Miss Goodwin regarding Wellesley,
its relationship toward the Alumna? and the purpose
of the Graduate Council, it was unanimouslv de-
cided to form the Merrimack Valley Welle I'
;
(lub. The officers elected were
President: Miss Cora J. Russell, Manchester.
Vice-president, Miss Anna F. Cross, Nashua.
Sei retarj Treasurer, Mrs. Edith B. Belcher, Man-
chest 'i
Recording Secretary, Miss Henrietta A. Powell
( oncord.
The second meeting was held on October 4, 191 3'
and was also in Manchester. The model const i
lulion submitted by the Graduate Council, and
by-laws adapted to local conditions, were- adopted.
\ Membership Committee was appointed, although
we were then entitled to one Graduate Councillor.
As the club was hardly started, our part in the
Million-dollar Endowment Fund was left to a
committee to arrange.
The winter meeting was held on December o,
in Manchester, at the home of the corresponding
secretary, Mrs. Edith B. Belcher. There were
present about twenty members. Our candidate
for the Alumna Trusteeship was nominated and
work on the Endowment Fund was divided among
the numbers. Mis-, Cora Russell, president of the
club, was elected Graduate Councillor. The rest
ol the business of the meeting was quickly dis-
patched and time was given to Miss Marie Stock
well, secretary to President Pendleton, in a talk
on Wellesley as it is to-day, and on the Wellesley
Alumna' Clubs and ; heir association to the College.
To tin older graduates there have been many'
changes and Miss Stockwell proved most interest-
ing.
( )u February 28 the club met in Concord at the
home of the Secretary, Miss Henrietta Powell.
Two new members were added and all were pre-
sented a printed list of the members, together with
their addresses .mil classes. We decided to co-
operate in supplying the loe-al papers with true
current happenings at Wellesley. Miss Russell
then made a most interesting report of the recent
Graduate Council meetings. It was decided to
hold the next meeting in May at Nashua. Plans
tor next year's meetings were discussed, th? details




The St. Louis Wellesley Club In Id iis elections
on Friday, April 24. The officers for the coming
year are as follows:
President: Mrs. B. E. Bradley, (Dorothea Lock-
wood, 1908).
Vice-president: Mrs. (',. E. Norton, (Lillian Drouet,
1908).
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer: Josephine
Little, 1912.
Recording Secretary: Elizabeth Hart, 1912.
SpRixr.FiKt.il. Illinois.
( hi Monday, April 20, Mrs. Pascal Hatch (Ellen
"smith, '98) entertained about twertv-five Alumnae
and former students of Wellesley at a luncheon at
her home in Springfield, Illinois. The guest of
honor yvas President Pendleton, and we cannot be
grateful enough to Mrs. Hatch for allowing us the
opportunity of meeting her and hearing her story
of the last month's happenings at Wellesley and
the wonderful plans for the future. Miss Pendle-
ton and her talk were the greatest possible inspira-
tion to each one co do her all for the College.
An association yvas formed to be called ehe Welles
ley Club of Central Illinois. The model constitu-
tion was adopted and the folloyving officers were
elected:
President: Miss Susan Wilcox, Springfield.
Vice-president: Mrs. Machan, Decatur.
Secretary Treasurer: Miss Alice Wadsyvorl h
, fack
sonville.
Recording Secretary: Mrs. Louise Lines, Peoria.
Mrs, llornbrook, president of the St. Louis
Wellesle) Club, Miss McNair of Hosmer Hall,
Mrs. Lehman of St. Louis and Miss Smith ol \lion
were present and helped much in the organization
In the afternoon from 4 to 6, Mrs. Hatch enter-
tained .11 1 tea foi Mi-- Pendleton.
Alice Wadsworth,
Secretary-Treasurer.
OF INTEREST TO ALUMNA
Snell Seminary, which is now under the direction
of Mis-, \delaide Smith, B.A.. Wellesley, '93,
M.A., University of California, 1911, is a day and
boarding school for girls at Berkeley, California.
t Ine of the oldest schools in the state, it was founded
in 1874 by Mary Snell, the first woman west of the
Mississippi to receive a bachelor's degree. The
Snell faculty is composed of fifteen men and
women, all specialists in their own line of work.
There are accommodations for twenty resident
pupils yvho are under the supervision ot from four
to five resident teachers. The school has the right
of certification to the Ca'ifornia universities,
Wellesley and other colleges.
As the school is only half an hour's distance b\
ferry-boat from San Francisco, it is especially yvell
situated to enjoy the 1915 Exposition. Miss
Smit h entends an invitation to daughters of Alumna'
to spend a preparatory year at a California school.
receiving many Exposition privileges at the same
time.
In April, the Bridgeport, Connecticut, Alumna-
made two hundred dollars at a musicale, which was
given for ehe benefit of the Fire Fund.
The Alumnae of Rockford, Illinois, gave a tea,
tin proceeds of which are for Jh.e Fire Fund.
The Smi.h Alumna', at their annual luncheon
in New York, which took place soon after the fire,
contributed a dollar apiece for Wellesley.
Oih of the youngest contributors to the Fire
Fund is s,nall Elizabeth, two and a half years old.
Her mother, not a Wellesley- graduate, became so
interested and affected by reading the "Fire Issue"
of ('mi 11. 1- News, which had been loaned her by
an Alumna, that she told her Utile daughter the
story of Wellesley 's loss. 'The baby yvas so im-
pressed b> the story that she persuaded her mother
to send a dollar out of the dollar and eighty cent"
which represented her sole monetary- possessions,
tot he ( lollege,
CHANGES OF ADDRESS.




Mrs. George Russell Carr. 'Katharine Morten
son, 1912), to 909 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.
Illinois.
Adelaide Smith, '93, to 2237 Piedmont Wenue,
Berkeley-, California.
Mrs. Mar\ Miller Kingsley, '99, from Northamp-
ton, Massachusetts, to 1414 Davis Street, Evanston.
Illinois.
ENGAGEMENTS.
Helen Louise slack, 1909, New York School of
Art. 191 1, to Mr. Jonathan Sanford Randle. Yale
Scientific school, 1909, of New Haven, Connecticut
Marjorie Dietz, 1907, to Roger Putnam Batcheloi
University of Wisconsin, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Isadore Douglas, 1910, to David Cushman Coyle'
Princeton, 1908, Rensselaer. 1910, of Kingston,
Pennsylvania.
A. Marion Knowles, 1910, to Dr. James C.
Masson, University of 'Toronto, 1900. of Rochester,
Minnesota.
Ruth L. Blacker, 1910, to Harrison G. Meserve,
Harvard, 1911, of Boston, Massachusetts.
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DEATHS.
At Christmas time, Mrs. Winton, mother of
Katharine Winton, Murray, '93.
In New Bedford, Massachusetts, on April 20,
1914. Mrs. Nellie Louise Thomas, mother of Bessie
Thomas Kilburn, '99.
CAMPUS NOTES.
On the evening of April 8, Professor Adelaide
I. Locke gave a paper on "Bulgarian Folk-lore and
Balladry" before the Boston Folk-lore Society.
Professor N-udder delivered a lecture on "Socialist
Tendencies in Literature" before the Boston School
of Social Science.
For the benefit of the club house of the Med-
ford, Massachusetts, Woman's Club, a lecture with
stereopticon was given by Miss Anna Devereaux,
head of the kindergarten at Wellesley College, on
thi Montessori method of child education.
NEWS NOTES.
'80
—Mrs. Katharine Wormsley Norcross and
her husband sailed in January for several months
abroad.
'87
—Recently the Economic Club of Boston,
Massachusetts, held a discussion of Woman Suffrage
in Symphony Hall. Among the speakers were
Mrs. Helen Ring Robinson, '80-81, who spoke for
Suffrage, and Mrs. Alice Vant George, anti-Suf-
fragist.
'89—
-The Scribner's Magazine for February.
1914. contained a story entitled "The Genius Loci,"
by Abbie Carter Goodloe.
93—Grace D. Ely, who is now living in Wash-
ington, D. C, will spend the summer at East River,
Connecticut.
Every Requisite for a
:: :: Dainty Lunch :: ::
Cobb, Bates & Yerxa Co.,
55 to 61 Summer St.
Only One Block from Washington Street.
Fruits, Vegetables,
and Hothouse Products
Special Attention Given Hotel, Club and Family order*
97-99-101
FANEUIL HALL MARKETISAAC LOCKE CO.
WELLESLEY FRUIT CO. Carries a full line
of choice Fruit, Confectionery and other goods,
Fancy Crackers, Pistachio Nuts and all kinds
of Salted Nuts, Olive Oil and Olives of all kinds.
Famous Rahat Locoum a Specialty. 576 Wash-
ington Street, Wellesley Square. Tel. 138-W.
Lunch at THE CONSIGNORS' UNION, 25
Temple Place. Lunch, 11 to 3. Afternoon
Tea, 3 to 5. Home-made Bread, Cake, Pies, etc..
Served and on Sale.
'93
—Emily H. Ham has recently been elected
president of the Village Improvement Society of
Brookfield, Massachusetts. This organization has
about one hundred members, and starts the new
year with a well-filled treasury.
'96
—Gertrude Carter Gilman has moved from
Changsha to Hankow, China. Her husband is the
editor of "The Chinese Churchman" a monthly
magazine in Chinese, which is the organ for the
Episcopal churches from England, Canada and the
United States.
'96
—Alice Beebe. who has been taking a trip
round the world this year, became ill with typhoid
fever, while in China, so that she was obliged to
leave the parcy with which she was traveling.
Later she rejoined them and expects to reach the
United States in May. During her absence, her
home in Wellesley has been occupied by Miss Cook
for the girls of Dana Hall.
'96
—Anna Witherle is teaching history in the
Concord, Massachusetts, High School.
'98
—Mrs. Sarah Emery Gilson has been elected
a member of the Wellesley School Committee for
three years.
'99
—Mrs. Maynard Force Thayer of California
has recently been elected state regent of the daugh-
ters of the American Revolution. Mrs. Thayer
has been vice-president of the state organization.
1903-1907—Mrs. Helen Hurd Taplin, special
1903-1907, has moved to New York City, where
Mr. Taplin is connected with the welfare work in
B. F. Macy's department store.
r 9°3—At the special request of the principal of
the Castle School at Tarrytown, New York, Edith
R. Batt addressed the girls on the subject of Welles-
ley. It is hoped that the girls will be sufficiently
interested to repeat their Field Day for the benefit
of the Fire Fund. Miss Batt had planned to speak
fifteen or twenty minutes, but the girls were so
enthusiastic and inter .sted that it was over an
hour before they would let her stop. Later, Miss
Batt will address the Knox School for girls, whose
principal will encourage them to give a benefit for
Wellesley.
! 9°3—-Mary W. Jenkins has been chosen as the
new office secretary for the Alumna? Committee of
Restoration and Endowment.
1904—S. Louise Adams has been teaching Eng-
lish since September, 1913, in the Cass Technical
High School of Detroit, Michigan.
r9°5—C. Winifred Baker is teaching this year
in the Sudbury, Massachusetts, High School.
•9°5—At the recent wedding of Alice Webb
Stockwell, her sister, M. Louise Stockwell, '97, was
maid of honor, and Alice Hill Byrne, 1908, and
Anna Aungst, 1915, were two of the ribbon bearers.
Among the Alumnse present were President Pen-
dleton, '86, Olive Davis, '86, Edith S. Tufts, '85,
Bertha M. Beckford, '94-'96, Mary Frazier Smith.
'96, and Mary North', '97.
1907—Marion E. Sweet is teaching English in
the Natick, Massachusetts, High School.
1907—Ruth Emerson is studying this winter at
the National Training School of the Young Women's
Christian Association in New York City.
1907—Marion Cole, the College Settlement
Fellow for 1911-1912, has been working for the
Probation Association in New York City.
1907—Caroline W. Shaw has been for the past
two years the teacher of Domestic Science at
Denison House, the home of the Boston College
Settlement.
The Wellesley Inn
IS MAKING A SPECIALTY OF
Afternoon Tea and a la Carte Orders.
To satisfy your thirst for knowledge
And also keep from growing thin,
First register at Wellesley College
And then attend the Wellesley Inn.
tailor b. L. KARTT furrier
Wellesley Square, Opposite Post-Office.
LINEN and RATINE SUITS or Separate Skirts made
to order at reasonable prices. All kinds of Silk Dresses,
Wraps, Suits and Waists dry cleansed, dyed and pressed.
Altering and remodelling of all kinds of Ladies' Garments
a specialty. All work carefully and promptly done. DRY
CLEANSING of EVENING GOWNS at most reasonable
prices. Telephone Wellesley 217-R. I will call and deliver
to you at short notice.
ROOMS TO RENT
MISS MARY A. PORTER,
159 WESTON ROAD, - WELLESLEY.
THE SAMPLE SHOE SHOP
COMPANY
496 Washington Street, Corner Bedford
Over Riker-Jaynes.
Take Elevator.
We show only the latest
styles of Ladies' Footwear.
Why pay $3.50 to $5.00
to exclusive shoe dealers for
your Boots, Oxfords and
Dress Slippers when we sell
the same styles for
$2, $2.50 and $3
Ask for our coupon book, °nJ
get your next pair of shoesFREE
TAILBY, THE WELLESLEY FLORIST, J.
Tailby & Sons, Prop., Wellesley, Mass. Office,
5SS Washington St. Tel. 44-2. Conservatories,
103 Linden St. Tel. 44-1. Orders by Mail or
Otherwise are Given Prompt Attention.
ROYAL FRUIT STORK
James K. Ceorgas, Prop.
Foreign and Domestic fruits, Vegetables, Groceries,
Lucca Olive Oil and all kinds of Nuts.
Tel. 413-R Wellesley I GROVE STREET
Free Delivery All Bills Must Be Paid Monthly
Wright & Ditson
Spring Catalogue
Containing Prices and Styles of
Base Ball, Lawn Tennis, Golf and General
Athletic Goods—IS OUT
The Wright & Ditson Base Ball Uniforms are better than
ever this year. Managers should write for samples and prices
Catalogue FREE to any address.
WRIGHT & DITSON, 344 Washingtoo St., Boston, Mass.
New (fork, Chiiajo. Sao franriwo. Providence, Cambridge. Worcester.


